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THIS UNIT HAS THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL RULES:

LARGESSE, METTLE, THE QUICK AND THE DEAD, TARGET PRIORITY, (For 
more details see p.12 of the Rules)

DYING BREATH: Should this Unit be destroyed (but not if it is otherwise 
removed from play) it can make a free Combat Action or Special Action 
before being removed from the Play Area.

FORCEFUL STRIKE: Once during its Activation after making a Fight Check, 
this Unit may spend 1 Action Point to increase the Piercing of a Melee 
weapon by -2 for that attack.

GAMBLER: When Activated, this Unit may discard their Action Card 
and draw a new Action Card from the deck. If it does so the new card 
is applied immediately. The Unit ignores their Action Limit for this 
Activation. If the new card is equal to or lower than their original Action 
Card, then they receive the Stunned Condition (even if they may not 
usually be Stunned) and their Activation ends.

INDOMITABLE: Once per Round, when the Unit is declared as an Initial 
target of an attack, the Unit can take a Mind check (with a modi�er equal 
to the Round number, so Round 3 is a -3 Modi�er). If the Check is passed, 
this Unit remove a single Condition that has already been are applied to 
it at that time. If failed, the Condition remains as normal.

QUICK DRAW: Once per Activation if this Unit successfully hits with 
a Shoot Action, it may make a second Shoot Action at the same or a 
di�erent Target Unit for one Action Point rather than the usual two for 
a repeated Action. This second Shoot Action may not be made with 
weapons with the Indirect, Heavy or Special qualities.

SIC ‘EM!: At the end of this Unit’s Activation, a Friendly K9 AUTOMATA 
Unit within 10” of this Unit may immediately Activate provided it has not 
yet Activated this round. This is treated as a new Activation, so you must 
apply any e�ects and draw an Action card as normal.

SMOKESCREEN: SPECIAL ACTION - If the Unit successfully passes an Aim 
Check it may target a point in the Play Area within 10” + Aim. Place a 
Blast template at the point nominated. The template remains in place 
until the end of the Round. While in play, the template is considered 
Area Terrain and any Model touching the template is Obscured and 
Disordered. If a Model Moves away from the template it ceases to be 
Obscured but remains Disordered. Furthermore, the template counts as 
a Size 4 piece of Area Terrain providing cover as normal.
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